
1.Set all fonts in your document to outline
2.Embed all linked images or provide these links with your artwork
3.Flatten transparencies and effects where possible

Print directly from my file. 
Please tick this box

CMYKPantone (coated or uncoated)

Single sided CAR FORECOURT Banner (90cm x 180cm) - To Scale

Please provide all colour requirements for your artwork in the box below 

When saving your file please remember to:

Print Template

Finshed Size
Safe Area

Bleed Line

GRAPHIC
SAFE AREA



We have our own dedicated design team, all with years of experience bringing customers’ ideas 
together quickly and creatively. We charge £44 per hour for this service, however it often takes 
half this time or even 15 minutes (for which there’s no charge!) Here is a rough guide to help you 

estimate the price of our service.

Our Design Service

Photoshop:
300 DPI
CMYK not RGB
50% of actual size

Illustrator:
Expand text

Indesign:
Export to PDF. Include
all linked files and fonts

Basically...

30 - 1 hour £33-£44 Complete layout or 
medium complexity logo

15-30 Minutes £22
Simple logos, layouts, 
icons and colours.

1 hour + -
Complete redrawing, 
complex logos, layouts 

or multiple artwork 
compositions

15 Minute Rule

If your layout is simple and 
you’ve included everything that’s 
necessary we will not charge you 

an artwork fee. We only charge 
when we’ve judged it to be a 
larger time investment. You will be 
consulted in this event.

0-15 Minutes Free Free Service

Okay! So now you’ve read the guide 
(or just skipped to the end) it’s time 
to send us your artwork. You can 
do this in two ways:

Our favourite website for large
transfers is www.wetransfer.com,
they offer a fantastic and totally 
free service! (10MB +)

Small files can be sent via email. 
Please reply to sender of this email 
or (if unknown) to:
artwork@ hampshireflag.eu

Sending Files

Please be aware of transparent 
layers on your print artworks. 
Transparencies can cause issues 
in direct printing and may need to 
be discussed with the studio prior 
to print. For example the colour 
effects created by transparencies 
on screen may not neccesarily 
reproduce correctly due to 
limitations in the RIP. Our advice 
would be to flatten transparencies 
where possible.

Transparencies

If a sample or a colour match is required please 
call our studio to arrange one. RGB mode is 
meant for screen viewing only (eg.websites) and 
if artwork is provided in this mode we can’t 
guarantee accuracy of the final print results.

Big Print Runs

In order to produce the closest colour 
matching please embed pantones within your 
artwork or specify the UNCOATED pantone 
numbers or CMYK values you require when 
you place an order. Without these we can’t be 
held responsible for the printed colour 
accuracy. Also be careful if you plan to direct 
print onto transparent and lightweight 
materials as they may not be as vivid as the 
original pantone due to the porous surface.

Colour Matching

Please allow for a 3cm bleed around all 
artworks to cater for hem allowance. If sleeves
are required for poles extra bleed may be
required depending on the size of the pole
needed and whether the sleeve is to be
covered by the bleeding graphic or just to
remain white/black. If you are unsure about
anything don’t hesitate to give us a call.

Bleed

Don’t worry, many people don’t have any
of the programs mentioned so far. You might
be tempted to use something like MS Paint
to create the artwork. This is suitable only
as a visual aid for our designers, since these
programs can’t produce a suitable quality
image for large print.

Best practice is to send a visual representation 
of the basic layout (you can use the template 
provided) along with all the components 
separately (photographs, logos, fonts etc) all at 
max resolution, to our team and and we will 
assemble the design.

No Image Software?

Formats: AI, EPS, SVG, PDF

Vector images are made up of many individual,
scalable objects. These objects are defined by
mathematical equations rather than pixels, so 
they always render at the highest quality. Objects 
may consist of lines, curves, and shapes with 
editable attributes such as colour, fill and outline.

Because they’re scalable, vector-based images
are resolution independent. You can increase 
and decrease the size of vector images to any
degree and your lines will remain crisp and
sharp, both on screen and in print. Fonts are
a type of vector object.

It’s important to expand your fonts and texts.
This makes the image completely scalable. To
do this in illustrator select all your artwork
by pressing CTRL + A, then go to
Object>Expand.

Using a ‘Vector’ image

Formats: PSD, JPEG, GIF, TIFF, PNG, PICT, BMP 
and PDF.

Bitmap-based images are comprised of pixels in
a grid. Each pixel or “bit” in the image contains
information about the color to be displayed. 
Bitmap images have a fixed resolution and 
cannot be resized without losing image quality. 
Most bitmap images can be converted to other 
bitmap-based formats very easily. Bitmap images 
tend to have much larger file sizes than vector 
graphics and they are often compressed to 
reduce their size.

The resolution of the image is the number of 
pixels it contains. Resolution can refer to the 
width and height of the image, for example, an 
image that is 2000 pixels wide and 1500 pixels 
high. Resolution can also refer to how many 
pixels or dots of colour are crammed into one 
inch of your design (shortened to PPI or DPI). We 
highly recommend images to be set to a 
minimum of 300dpi at 50% scale - the same 
resolution is acheived with 150dpi at100% scale.

If you’re using Photoshop to create your design 
you can set the DPI and image size yourself, 
however, if you’re sending ready made artwork it 
must be suitable for the scale of your print. If 
possible, try expanding your image to the actual 
size it will be when printed - if the image is 
‘pixelated’ (blurred) then it might not be suitable 
for your design. This is a common occurence with 
photographs.

Using a ‘Bitmapped’ image

How we judge if your artwork is suitable depends on what kind of image it is, Bitmapped or Vector.

Artwork Submission Guide

02392 237137: Mark AlliboneSpeak to a designer:
02392 239969: Chris Shipp
02392 237138: Riky Butcher


